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THE GAME
In TrenchRunnerz, players either assume the role of a Defence
squadron fighting for the safety of their Cruiser, or the role of
an attacking bomber squadron trying to annihilate the Cruiser.
GAME MATERIAL
- this ruleset
- 8, or more, 6-sided dice (D6)
- the game board printed on 3 A4
- 12 Defence tokens (preferably in a pouch)
- 6 damage markers (to be attached to bases or papers tokens)
- 4 Bombers for the Attacker (race choice is up to you)
- 2 Interceptors for the Defender (race choice is up to you)

SETTING UP THE GAME
This game is for 1 to 5 players
In a multiplayer game, either agree on each player’s role, or use
a 1D6 the player with the higest score plays Defender
1 Player :
Shuffle the Defence tokens. Place one token face down for each
Objective symbol (2) and for each Defence symbol (7).
Place Attack Bombers (4) on the starting zone on the ship’s
bow.
2 Players :
The Defender takes 6 Defence tokens at random.
He can then look at them and place them face down fairly on
the game board (no more than one at one place)
Attacking Bombers are placed the same way as in 1 player game
3 Players :
Same as in 2 players game for the Defender. And each Attacker
gets 2 bombers. Each Attacker places one bomber at a time on
the starting points at the bow of the ship.
4 Players :
Same as in 2 players game for the Defender. Attackers have 1
bomber each, the first one down gets the last “spare” bomber
on the last starting point at the bow.
Variant : Competing attackers, each player gets only 1 bomber.
5 Players :
Same as in 2 players game for the Defender.
Each player gets 1 Bomber. Team play or not, it’s up to you.
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GAME SEQUENCE
The game is played turn by turn. Each turn consisting in 2
phases :
- Attacker’s phase
- Defender’s phase
Each phase has to be completed before the next.
Attacker goes first.

- A bomber can go any direction following the links, but cannot
go back to previous space, unless the Defences forces it to (during move, point bomber’s tail to previous space). If a bomber
is being pushed back by Defence, its move stops immediately.
- Though a bomber can go through the same space as another
one, there can only be one Bomber or interceptor in one space
at the end the move. If a bomber gets pushed back on another
one, it has to try and avoid it. The player throw 1D6, on a
score of 1 both bombers take 1 Hit. The bomber gets pushed
back on an adjacent space
chosen by the Defender.
- If a bomber enters in the same space as a Flak battery or
Objective, it has to try a bombing raid. This can happen for
each Flak battery or Objective during the Bomber’s move.

ATTACKER’S PHASE
For each of his bombers, the player throws 2D6 and chooses
one, placed near the bomber, as its Speed for the turn. The
Speed represents the number spaces it can move on the board
this turn. Bombers are moved from highest to lowest Speed.
The player can choose not to have a full move, but there’s a
minimum move of 1.
Bomber
- Bombers can only move following the links on the board.
- If a bomber enters the same space as a Defence token, flip it
up and its effect immediately resolved.
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DEFENDER’S TURN
The Defence forces are represented by Defence tokens and Objectives on the game board. Each Objective has 1D6 additionnal
Flak batteries.
At the beginning of his turn, the Defender can turn face up one
(1) Defence token. Then he can move each interceptor and face
up Flak battery. Keep in mind that Laser Turret can engage
bombers only if they are already face up.

Moving flak batteries
They are stationnary in 1 player game.
They can be moved to an adjacent free space in multiplayer
games.
Interceptors
At the beginning of his turn, the Defender throw 2D6 for
each interceptor in game, and chooses 1 as the Speed of this
interceptor for the turn. interceptors are then moved the same
way as Bombers. In a solo game, the interceptor always moves
its maximum speed towards the nearest Bomber and engages a
fight as soon as possible.
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EVENTS
Dogfight
Takes place each time a Bomber and an interceptor are in the
same space on the board. Each player throw 1D6, adds any bonus/malus (throw again in case of equality). The player with the
highest score pushes back his opponent on the adjacent space
of his choice. If the score difference is 3+ then the loser takes
1 Hit. The winner can go ahead on his move if applicable, the
loser stays where the winner pushed it back.
Obstacles avoidance
Each bomber in the same space as an Obstacle has to try an
escape move.
Throw 1D6, if the score is equal or lower than its Speed, it
takes 1 Hit and can go ahead if it’s
still alive.
Pushing back
A Flak Battery or a Dogfight can end up in a ship being move
to an adjacent space.
The unit (Attacker or Defender) is placed tail pointing at the
space it just left. Being pushed back ends the move of the unit
Damages
Bombers and interceptors have 2 Hit Points each.
The first Hit taken results in a 1 point malus on each Die
Throw (move / escape / fight / bombing raid).
The second Hit entails the destruction of the unit.
Bombing Raid
If a bomber survives the Defences in the space it occupies,
throw 2D6. Both dice values must equal or greater to the
bomber’s Speed to get a Hit
1 Hit is needed to destroy a Flak Battery, 4 Hits for an Objective. Keep track of remaining Hits.
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DEFENCE TOKENS
INTERCEPTOR
« Hunter pouncing on its prey, weapons furiously spitting fire.
He’ll keep its sector safe at all cost. »
Interceptor
Each time a Bomber enters the space of an
Interceptor, they’ll engage in a dogfight.
Each player throws 1D6, the highest score wins (throw again for
equals) and pushes back his opponent one space where he wants
(always following the links).
If the score difference is 3 or more, the loser takes a Hit.

LASER TURRET
« Gigantic metal towers trying to lock and
destroy those pesky bomber speeding between
Laser
them. »
Can engage a Bomber only if it was already
face up when the bomber enters the same space.
If so, the Bomber must score equal or higher than its Speed on
1D6. Failing that, it will be automatically destroyed.
After every shot the Laser Turret is turned back face down.
Laser Turret cannot move.
FLAK BATTERY
« Fast acquiring batteries disgorging a hail of
deadly and explosive rounds. »
Each Bomber in the same space is automati2D6 Flak
cally attacked, the Defender throw a number
of dice corresponding to the number specified on the Defence
Token. Each result equal or higher to the Bomber’s Speed
scores a Strike
- 1 Strike : Bomber pushed back 1 space at Defender’s choice
- 2 Strikes : same as above, but the bomber takes one Hit
- 3 Strikes : the Bomber is destroyed
OBSTACLES
« Control Towers, Commlink, Radar stations,
numerous spikes protruding on a cruiser’s hull
are all vicously tricky traps on the way for the
Obsctale
speeding bombers. »
Attacker’s throw 1D6 for each Bomber passing through a space
containing Obstacles, if the result is equal or lower than its
Speed, it suffers a Hit.
Neither Attackers, nor Defenders can end up a movement in
Obstacles.
And Obstacles cannot be moved.
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BATTLE END
SECOND WAVE
« Incoming !!! They’re come back for a second run !!! we
cannot stop them, send more interceptors, we need reinfo.... »
<<<<CommLink Carrier lost>>>>
Last transmission recorded from the Cruiser Memento Mori
before her fatal implosion.

WINNING / LOSING
Once the last Bomber destroyed or escaped of the field, the
game ends. To determine the outcome of the battle, you need to
check the status of the Objectives associated with the number
of Bomber Waves used.
If there were several Attackers, the one that has done the most
damage is declared Winner. That is, if the Defender lost the
game.

Once all Bombers have either been destroyed, or flown away
from ship’s stern, the Attacker has the choice to engage in a
second wave. If he so decides, 4 new Bombers are placed at the
bow of the Cruiser as for the first wave.
In a multiplayer game, the Defender shuffles all his Defence
Tokens and replaces them face down on the field (not looking
at them).In a solo game, the Defence token still face down on
the field are left in place.
Defence Tokens that have been turned face up or destroyed are
replaced by new random ones.

1 WAVE

2 WAVES
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0 DESTROYED OBJECTIVE

1 DESTROYED OBJECTIVES

2 DESTROYED OBJECTIVES

Defender Minor Victory

Attacker Minor Victory

Attacker Major Victory

Surviving bomber pilots are seen as the pinnacle of
cowardice. The Admiral has done his job as expected.

Admiral’s councilors are quickly dumped in space for
ineptitude.

The ship is lost, so is the crew.
The ship wreck is recovered as Attacker’s greatest
trophy.

Defender Major Victory

Defender Minor Victory

Attacker Minor Victory

Bomber’s Squad Leader is summarily executed.
The Ship’s Admiral is awarded a medal.

The Admiral is commended for the outcome of the
battle despite being heavily outnumbered..

The ship is lost, the Attacker is victorious, but the
ship has been so heavily damaged that nothing’s left
to recover..
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Anax-Rho

Heavy Assault Cruiser
Bellerophon-Class
Dim. : 7.3 km de long; 1.4 km abem at finsapprox.
Mass : 39 megatonnes approx.
Crew : 138.000 approx.
Accel. : 2.5 gravities max sutainable acceleration.
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